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Elevate Your Thinking
Whether its technology, processes or new service lines, we, as a profession, have the
tendency to follow the herd. We watch a handful of progressive �rms test new or
di�erent ideas and only when they’ve had success do we jump on board and try to ...
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Whether its technology, processes or new service lines, we, as a profession, have the
tendency to follow the herd. We watch a handful of progressive �rms test new or
different ideas and only when they’ve had success do we jump on board and try to
replicate that success.

This strategy makes sense in some respects (safe, easy, proven) but does it really set us
apart from our competition? I’d challenge you to think differently about the
challenges your �rm is facing. After all, the problem itself is never really the
challenge, but rather how you think about the problem.
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10X Thinking

At Boomer Consulting, Inc. we have used the tag line Think, Plan, Grow for several
years. This is not simply a marketing phrase but rather the foundation of our
company’s culture as well as many of the �rms with which we work. We believe that
the level at which you think is the fundamental building block to a strategic focus
and �rm growth. Most people simply think about things or people but higher level
thinking comes from thinking about your thoughts (which can either limit or
expand your capabilities) and how you think. If you think at a 10X level your
thinking will be different than if you think 10X is not possible.

So what is 10X thinking? Well, it isn’t just about growing revenue or pro�tability by
10X (although those are nice targets). It is a mindset that your entire organization
will strive to be 10X better in everything they do – from providing 10X better client
service when picking up the phones to delivering services 10X more ef�ciently. While
you might not hit the goal of 10X in all areas, multiple incremental improvements
occurring simultaneously will result in major overall improvement in your �rm.

Rethink Everything

Our CIO Advantage groups recently met in Atlanta and one of the members
challenged the group to avoid limiting their thinking and simply following the
masses. Sure, we have some great, proven technology tools that specialize in helping
accountants but there are a lot more options if you expand your focus to include
other industries. And the challenge went beyond the analysis of software tools and
rethinking everything we’ve done for years in a CPA �rm. For example, do we need
backups if we employ cloud solutions? Do we have to dictate the hardware and
software that our employees will utilize or should we embrace the consumerization
of IT?

“Mobile First” – Not “And Mobile”

Another interesting discussion that came out of that CIO Advantage meeting was
about how we analyze the mobile capabilities of the technologies we use in our
�rms. Rather than simply asking if the solution has a mobile offering or has plans to
develop one, we should be looking for companies that have built their solutions with
mobility at the core. Or, as one CIO put it, a “Mobile First” mentality rather than
“And Mobile.”
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We already live in a connected, mobile world that will most certainly expand over
the coming months and years. If we select solutions that have been built with the
cloud and mobile in mind from the beginning rather than as a reactive addition, we
better prepare our �rm to recognize long-term success.

Differentiation Comes From Being Different

When it comes to differentiating your �rm from your competition, we have to avoid
what Tom Hood, CEO of the MACPA and Business Learning Institute, refers to as
paving cowpaths. He is referencing the fact that many of our roadways today resulted
from the easy solution of throwing down some stone and macadam on the winding
paths that cows and horses had already created as they meandered across the farms
and �elds. This approach requires us to look beyond the safest and easiest solution to
explore new ways of doing things. Sometimes this will result in con�rmation that we
should have stuck to the cowpath but often it will result in a new, innovative
solution that is better than anything that has been tried in our profession to date.

Merriam-Webster de�nes differentiate as “to make (someone or something) different
in some way.” This means you can’t differentiate yourself if you don’t abandon the
strategy of following the herd and doing the same thing when it comes to making
technology decisions. After all, how can technology be a strategic advantage for your
�rm if you use the same tools as your competition? I challenge you to elevate your
thinking and, in turn, elevate your performance.
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